Carlos Portillo has always led a
privileged and sheltered life. A
dual citizen of Mexico and the
United States, he lives in Mexico City with his wealthy family,
where he attends an elite international school. Always a rule follower and a parent pleaser, Carlos is more than happy to tread
the well-worn path in front of
him. He has always loved food
and cooking, but his parents see
it as just a hobby.
When his older brother, Felix-who has dropped out of college
to live a life of travel--is tragically killed, Carlos begins hearing his brother's voice, giving
him advice and pushing him to
rebel against his father's plan for
him. Worrying about his mental
health but knowing the voice is
right, Carlos runs away to the
United States and manages to
secure a job with his favorite
celebrity chef. As he works to
improve his skills in the kitchen
and pursue his dream, he begins
to fall for his boss's daughter--a
fact that could end his career
before it begins. Finally living
for himself, Carlos must decide
what's most important to him
and where his true path really
lies.

YA Alsaid

Who can resist the likes of fanciful Pizza Skewers or Grilled
Chicken Panini? What about
Cherry Cucumber Limeade or
Pineapple Express Cupcakes?

641.5 B

Lucy Knisley loves food. The
daughter of a chef and a gourmet, this talented young cartoonist comes by her obsession
honestly. In her forthright,
thoughtful, and funny memoir,
Lucy traces key episodes in
her life thus far, framed by
what she was eating at the
time and lessons learned about
food, cooking, and life. Each
chapter is bookended with an
illustrated recipe - many of
them treasured family dishes,
and a few of them Lucy's original inventions. A welcome
read for anyone who ever felt
more passion for a sandwich
than is strictly speaking proper, Relish is a graphic novel
for our time: it invites the
reader to celebrate food as a
connection to our bodies and a
connection to the earth, rather
than an enemy, a compulsion,
or a consumer product .

YA GRAPHICS Knisley

"Cook Your Way Through The
S.A.T." is a DELECTABLE way
to master frequently-asked S.A.T.
vocabulary. Serve your RAVENOUS appetite for learning with
this INNOVATIVE book. Each of
the 99 easy, enjoyable recipes is
matched with a fun-fact blurb containing 10 S.A.T. words. Wondering why onions STIMULATE the
LACHRYMAL glands or how
Gorgonzola cheese ACQUIRES its
blue color? Memorizing S.A.T.
vocabulary doesn't have to be an
ARDUOUS task. Retain 1000
words while SIMULTANEOUSLY becoming an ADEPT chef.
This book is a great tool for ASSUAGING those pre-S.A.T. fears.
378.1662 F

British teen Sam Stern is a great
cook, and he's on a mission to get
everyone else doing it. Now that
his COOKING UP A STORM
has stirred up a storm of attention,
he's offering REAL FOOD, REAL FAST to lure all those timepressured teens away from their
fast-food fixes. Once again, with
his engaging conversational tone
-- and the help of his friends -Sam breezily runs through dozens
of recipes, using real ingredients
and simple techniques. But what
makes these dishes a cinch for
even cooking-resistant kids are
the cool tabs that indicate preparation times of 5, 10, 15, 20, and
30 minutes.

641.5 S

50+ killer cakes, cookies, and
candies for your exes and enemies. Dumped by your beefcake boyfriend? BFF steal
your one-and-only? Lab partner a more-than-periodic noshow? Don't take these battles
online. (Seriously, don't do
that, okay?). Get out your
heaviest rolling pins, sharpest
cleavers, and most blistering
torches, and kill your enemies
and exes . . . with kindness.
That's right - bake that loser ex
a pan of Go Fudge Yourself.
Gift your former friend a
You're the Devil Cake. And
give that annoying admirer a
Donut Call Me Again. Let
them taste your over-them
happiness and see what comes
next . . . Pastry chef and tattoo
artist Heather Kim serves up
sinfully delicious recipes and
bittersweet advice.

641.815 K

Want to bake the mostawesome-ever cupcakes? Or
surprise your family with
breakfast tacos on Sunday
morning? Looking for a
quick snack after school? Or
maybe something special for
a sleepover? It's all here.
Learn to cook like a pro--it's
easier than you think.

641.5 C

In her debut cookbook, teenage culinary mastermind Amber Kelley aims to empower
teens to get in the kitchen with
recipes for nourishing breakfasts to start the day right to
the best homemade facial
scrubs to fight teenage acne
woes. A "culinary wizard"
recognized by former First
Lady Michelle Obama and
part of celebrity chef Jamie
Oliver's "Food Tube" family,
Amber candidly shares her
methods for getting the best
out of your teen years by making delicious and healthy
meals for any time of day or
occasion.

NEW 641.5123 K

The ultimate gift book for fans
of all things magical! Aurélia
Beaupommier pays tribute to all
sorcerers, fairies, elves, mages,
witches, and magicians within
this spellbinding cookbook! In
The Wizard's Cookbook, you'll
find recipes inspired by your
favorite magical stories, eras,
and lands--from history, myth,
and fantasy

641.5 B

"Yarrow is a young chef determined
to make her mark on the cutting
edge of cookery with her insectbased creations. Though her enthusiasm is infectious, it rubs some of
her fellow cooks the wrong way,
especially Chanda Flores, Yarrow's
personal hero and executive chef of
an exciting new restaurant. Her people have been eating bugs for centuries, and she's deeply suspicious of
this newbie's attempt to turn her
traditions into the next foodie trend.
While Chanda and her scrappy team
of talented devotees struggle to
open on time, Yarrow must win
over Chanda -- and Milani, the
neighbor she's been crushing on for
weeks -- or lose this once-in-alifetime opportunity to achieve her
dreams.
YA GRAPHICS DELLIQUANTI

In the Super Skills series, kids
can master a new talent in 10
easy lessons! How to Cook in
10 Easy Lessons is a comprehensive cookbook for aspiring
young chefs that introduces
children to the art of cooking
and breaks it down to the basics in a fun and interactive
way.

641.5 S

Baking/cooking
Books!

